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I arrived to the island on Sep.5 and left on Oct.16.
Calibration experiments were performed on 8 nights (Sep. 10, 12, 17, 18, and Oct. 8,
11, 12, 13) and during 4 sunsets (Sep.22, 26, and Oct.1, 3).
Especially in the first part of autumn the number of trapped birds (Africa migrants)
per day was low and compilations of birds for several days necessary. Later on the
weather was often rainy and windy and therefore experiments on the Bastion of the
Queen were difficult or impossible to carry out
Most scientists believe in the paramount importance of compass calibrations during
sunset/early night shortly before actual start of nocturnal migration. The two most
important calibrations (and the only which have meaning in the phase/period
considered) are supposed to be 1) the sunset compass calibrates the magnetic
compass and the stellar compass, and 2) the magnetic compass calibrates the stellar
compass (of course there is no need that the latter is restricted to early night, and it
also make sense that 3) during night the stellar compass calibrates the magnetic
compass for use if the sky turns overcast). One should be aware that the idea of a
single sunset/early night calibration period (with lasting effect until next sunset) is
purely resting on “conventional wisdom” and probably - on the unconscious level – it
is a transition from the process of conventional celestial navigation, where latitude
and longitude are determined once per day at noon. Anyway, the period just ahead
actual start of migration is of course important for figuring out what to do, and
perhaps – if the birds are preparing gradient navigation and not only compass
orientation this period where the celestial cues are overlapping is perhaps
important/extra significant.
In order to diminish the amount of spurious results/interpretations mN is deflected
both towards gW and gE (all other people deflected mN towards gW or gE only).
Furthermore, I investigated the orientation both during sunset and night, and in – on
some occasions - all three combinations during testing: a) Both magnetic and celestial

cues available, b) only celestial cues available, and c) only magnetic cues available
(other investigators used a) or c) only.
If nothing is mentioned both the sunset and the night sky was clear, i.e. there should
be no problems using the sky for celestial orientation. Also if the lighthouse beam
was absent or almost so nothing is mentioned.
The general procedure was that the trapped birds were stored in baskets in the garden
of the Miller´s house covered with plywood plates in order to protect for Sparrow
Hawks and hindering (too much and easy) interaction between celestial and magnetic
cues. On the contrary, no plywood plates were on top the baskets on the Bastion of
the Queen; the latter in order to facilitate the calibration process during the exposition
period.
The night-tests in the funnels were in general initiated 2 hours after sunset and lasted
for about 1.5 hours. This testing was preceded by exposure in the baskets starting 0.5
to 1 hour before sunset, and lasting at least 1.75 hours after sunset. In the sunset-tests
the birds were tested a) same sunset as when exposed in the baskets, or b) exposed in
the sunset of the day before (more information is given below).
The general procedure in the calibration experiments was 1) an initial exposure in
the baskets during sunset(/early night) of 24 birds (8 controls (C), 8 exp.s where mN
was deflected towards gN (W), and 8 exp.s where mN was deflected towards gE
(E)), and then 2) afterwards funnel-testing of all birds in the natural magnetic field.
If more than a single species and more than a single day of trapping was involved the
species/dates were distributed as evenly as possible into the three categories C, W,
and E.
The orientation and amount of activity of the individual birds were estimated as
previously described by e.g. Rabøl (1979, 1993, 2010). On the inner slope of the
funnel was painted a thin layer of chalk, where the hopping and fluttering bird left its
feet marks. It is now longer possible to buy and use typewriter correction paper, but
the modified method works almost as well (the problem is to add a homogeneous and
not too thick layer of chalk. Therefore it is more difficult and sometimes impossible
to estimate the mean direction in a highly scattered activity pattern. However, in the
great majority of cases the new chalk method works just as well as the old paper
method). The pattern of scratches was carefully inspected from above to locate the
maxima and minima of activity. The mean direction was estimated to the nearest 5.
In case of a clear bimodal pattern both peaks were estimated, and the major peak  if
there was one  was indicated by bold in the tables, and denoted by a large cross on
the figures. The smaller peak was put in parenthesis and not indicated on the figures.

Sometimes the two peaks in a bimodal distribution were about the same size and then
both were given in the tables and denoted as two medium sized crosses on the
figures. The concentration of scratches around the mean direction was estimated as
high (a), medium (b), low (c), or disoriented (dis). In the figures a black, dotted and
white circle mean high, medium and low concentration, respectively. The number of
scratches was not counted (this is normally impossible because of too much scraping
in some areas) but the amount of activity was estimated as zero (  ), very small
(VS), small (S), medium (M), large (L), and very large (VL). For an activity lower
than S the mean direction is depicted as a small white circle in the figures. The
significance of the sample mean vector was found by application of the Rayleigh test.

Night-experiments

Sep.10 2012, Fig.1

Africa-migrants (4 Garden Warblers, 6 Redstarts and 6 Pied Flycatchers) trapped
Sep.8 (2), Sep.9 (10), and Sep.10 (4). Sep.9 the morning was calm, and Sep.10 a light
SSE-wind occured.
Only 16 birds were available, and we decided to exclude the controls. However, a
single W-field failed and the two birds here therefore acted as controls.
Controls: Dis/210ºc/315ºc M, 240ºb S/M.
W-exp.s: 345ºa M/L, 330ºc/dis L, 330ºa M/L, 325ºb M/L, 30ºa M/L, dis/165ºc S/M.

E-exp.s: Dis M/L, 210º/(120º)/(30º) M/L, 15ºa M/L, (150ºa VS), 55ºa M/L,
180º/(80º) M/L, 140ºc/240ºc S/M, 90ºc M.
Because of the few controls it is difficult to figure out whether compass calibrations
occurred. Anyway, the orientation of the two controls is in reasonable accordance
with a standard direction in about SW. Therefore, if mN calibrates gN we should
expect the orientation of the W-exp.s to be (skewed in the direction of) NW and of
the E-exp.s SE. If gN calibrates mN the opposite pattern should arise.
The orientation of the W-exp.s is bimodal 341º/161º - 0.757* (n = 6), whereas the Eexp.s oriented 119º - 0.408 (n = 6). The latter looks somewhat bimodal with peaks in
about NE and S. However, doubling the angles leaks to no improvement 22º/202º 0.349 (7). Clearly, there is no significant difference between the W- and the E-exp.s,
but a magnetic eye may glimpse an indication of a calibration from mN to gN.
If controls and exp.s is considered in concert the distribution is axial 356º/176º 0.315 (n = 15).

Sep.12 2012, Fig.2

Africa-migrants (9 Pied Flycatchers, 5 Garden Warblers, 3 Redstarts and 1 Blackcap)
trapped Sep.10 (1), Sep.11 (13) and Sep.12 (4). No wind in the morning Sep.11 and
light NW-wind Sep.12.
Only 18 birds available (divided into 6 controls, 6 W-exp.s, and 6 E-exp.s).
Controls: 30ºa/(165ºb) L/VL, 35ºb/(240ºc) M/L, escape, 180ºa L, 160ºc VL, dis VS.
W-exp.s: 245ºa L, 30ºa L, 205ºa VL, 0 act., 230ºa M/L, 40ºa S/M.
E-exp.s: 120ºa M/L, 45ºa L, 100ºa VL, 125ºa S, 285ºa VL, 150ºa L.
In general – and remarkably - the concentrations were high and the activities large.
The controls were axially oriented 12º/192º - 0.714 (n = 4), the W- and E-exp.s also
axially 222º/42º - 0.879* (n = 5) and 115º/295º - 0.551 (n = 6), respectively. Clearly
there is no difference between controls and W-exp.s, whereas a calibration of the
magnetic compass by the sunset compass may “explain” the SE-orientation of the Eexp.s.

If all birds are considered in concert the distribution looks random (117º - 0.253 (n =
15), or 216º/36º - 0.211 (n = 15)).

Sep.17 2012, Fig.3

23 Robins were trapped Sep.13 (7), Sep.14 (1), Sep.15 (9), Sep.16 (3) and Sep.17 (3).
Moderate W-winds on most arrival-mornings.
Controls: 225ºb M, 40ºa M/L, 140ºa M/L, dis S, 270ºb M, 0 act., 120ºa M/L.
W-exp.s: 315ºb M, 135ºb M/L, 150ºb S, 10ºb/210ºb VL, 225ºa M/L, 170ºa S/M,
195ºb/(315º)c S, 140ºc M/L.
E-exp.s: 300ºb L, 260ºb S/M, 350ºa M/L, 160ºb S/M, 245ºb M/L, 170ºa L,
185ºa/(105ºb) M, 0 act.

The controls were random (160º - 0.257 (n = 5), or 87º/267º - 0.232 (n = 5)). The Wexp.s showed 175º - 0.615 (n = 7), or 163º/343º - 0.478 (n = 8). The E-exp.s showed
231º - 0.461 (n = 7). There is no indication of any calibration, “on the contrary” the
sum of all birds shows a significant about standard orientation: 193º - 0.406* (n =
19).

Sep.18 2012, Fig.4

Africa-migrants (23 birds consisting of 15 Redstarts, 4 Pied Flycatchers and 4 Garden
Warblers) trapped in SW- and W-arrival-winds in the period Sep.12 through 18, most
(5-6 per day) the last three days.
Controls: 360ºb S/M, 315ºa M, 0 act., 80ºb M/L, 0 act., 120ºa S/M, 165ºa S,
60ºb/(285ºc) M.
W-exp.s: 75ºa M/L, 230ºc S/M, (210ºb) VS, 60ºa M, 130ºa S/M, 45ºb S/M, 0 act.,
(360ºa) VS/S.

E-exp.s: 30ºb/(285ºc) S/M, 0 act., (120ºa) VS, 345ºb/(160ºb) M, 0 act., (105ºb) VS,
30ºb/(205ºb) M, 0 act.
All three groups contained a(n insignificant) NE-component, and the total sample
mean vector was 62º - 0.421* (n = 18), or (if the three small dots are omitted) 56º 0.483* (n = 14). The controls were oriented 68º - 0.408 (n = 6), whereas the W-exp.s
were axially oriented 47º/227º - 0.463 (n = 7). A bimodal distribution describes better
than an unimodal (81º - 0.295). The E-exp.s showed 53º - 0.644 (n = 5).
In the baskets the birds experienced a clear sunset and stellar sky. However, just
after the transference to the funnels the sky turned into overcast, and after about a
half hour some rain started and lasted for about 45 minutes. In that period the funnel
were covered with tree-plates. Then again the birds were exposed under an overcast –
and dark – sky. I.e. potentially a calibration-process from gN into mN may have
occurred. However, as easily seen, no indications were present of such a
process.However, the reverse was may be elicited by the change into rain and
overcast.
All 23 birds were – after the finish of the experiments - taken out of the funnels for
use in future experimentations (see later in the sunset-experiments).

Oct.8 2012, Fig. 5

23 Robins were tested with bar-magnets (mN down) attached directly under the pad
in the spout of the funnel producing a very strong, heterogenous magnetic field
unsuitable for use of mN as a compass reference, i.e. mN in the sunset phase would –
potentially – calibrate gN (the stellar compass), whereas the opposite calibration
could not work under the test-conditions.
4 Robins were trapped on Oct.2 and 18 on Oct.4 in weak SW-winds, the rest on
Oct.7 in WNW 12-13 m/sec. The wind on Oct.8 was strong when the birds were
standing in the baskets on the Bastion of the Queen, and a slight shower also
appeared. The sunset/early night sky was clear, mostly 3-4/8. In the start in the
funnels the sky was overcast but then turned into 5-6/8 most of the time.
Controls: 170ºa L, 100ºb L, 60ºc/210ºc L, 120ºc S/M, 135ºc M/L, 60ºc/180ºc M/L,
120ºb M/L.
W-exp.s: 215ºb M/L, 290ºb M/L, 100ºb M/L, 150ºa L, 195ºa/(50ºb) L/VL, 110ºb
M/L, 240ºa M, 180ºa L.

E-exp.s: 15ºa M/L, 175ºa M/L, 120ºa L, 210ºa M/L, 180ºb L, 155ºa M/L,
dis/235ºc/(35ºc) L, 180ºb M/L.
Clearly, no calibrations were carried out, as there were no significant differences
between the controls and the W- and E-exp.s. The controls oriented 129º - 0.920** (n
= 5), the W-exps. 182º - 0.541 (n = 8), and the E-exp.s 176º - 0.611* (n = 8). For the
three groups combined the orientation was 163º - 0.601*** (n = 21).

Oct.11 2012, Fig.6

24 Robins were tested with bar-magnets as on Oct.8. 12 birds were trapped Oct.10
and the remaining 12 birds Oct.12 in moderate to weak NW-winds. In spite of a very
clear sunset and night sky and calm weather the birds seemed low-motivated.
Controls: 240ºb M, 240ºb S/M, 30ºc/210ºc L/VL, 140ºa M, 260ºb S/M, 30ºc S/M, 0
act., 105ºa S.

W-exp.s: (270ºb) VS/S, 310ºb S/M, 285ºb M/L, 270ºc M/L, 0 act., 0 act., 195ºb M, 0
act.
E-exp.s: 0 act., 30ºc M, (75ºc) VS/S, (135ºc) VS, 240ºc L, dis VS, 85ºb M, 0 act.
The controls were axially oriented 63º/243º - 0.405 (n = 7), the W-exp.s showed 269º
- 0.798* (n = 5), and the E-exp.s 90º - 0.406 (n = 5). In fact, the E-exp.s are better
considered as axial 71º/251º - 0.465. If all birds are combined the orientation of the
total sample is best described as axial 257º/77º - 0.350 (n = 17).
Clearly the W- and E-exp.s are oriented in about opposite directions (test for
significance not carried out), i.e. there seems to be a possibility for compass
calibrations. However, the only possible way of calibration is from mN to gN, and in
order to achieve the orientations obtained the controls should be oriented in about
North – which clearly is not the case.

Oct.12 2012, Fig.7

About 60 Robins were trapped in the calm morning of Oct.12, and 24 were used for
experiments on Oct.12 (18 more were caged for use the next day). The birds were
tested under condition of +”overcast”, i.e. the funnels were covered on top with
translucent but not transparent plastic excluding the sight of the stars and probably
also the polarized light pattern of the sunset sky. In this set-up the only possible
calibration is from gN to mN, i.e. a sunset(and/or star-)compass calibrating the
magnetic compass. Both sunset- and night-sky was clear.
Controls: 210ºb M/L, 40ºa M, 0 act., (120ºc)/dis VS, 90ºc S, dis VS, 70ºb S.
W-exp.s: 90ºc L, 350ºa L, 85ºb S/M, 210ºb M, 5ºa M/L, 100ºb M, (230ºb) VS/S, 95ºb
M/L.
E-exp.s: 345ºb/(130ºc) S, 60ºb S/M, dis S, 15ºb/(195ºb) S/M, 150ºb/(285ºb) S/M,
155ºb/230ºb S/M, 15ºa M, 110ºc/210ºc M.
The controls oriented 95º - 0.592 (n = 5), or axially 67º/247º - 0.455 (n = 5). The Wexp.s oriented 84º - 0.330 (n = 8), or if considered axially 71º/251º - 0.267 (n = 8).
The E-exp.s oriented 33º - 0.602 (n = 5).
Clearly, calibrations are (at least for a superficial consideration) absent, and the
orientation could be considered as reverse with a tendency to a small secondary
standard peak too in reference to mN. Combining all birds leads to 70º - 0.425* (n =
18), or axially 49º/229º - 0.187 (n = 20).The reason of the reverse orientation could
be the change from a clear skyin the sunset phase to an ”overcast” sky in the
test/funnel phase.

Oct.13 2012, Fig.8

9 new Robins were collected and together with 15 birds trapped on Oct.12 constituted
the 24 birds experimented with. Again the birds were tested in +”overcast”. Both
sunset- and night-sky were clear.
Controls: 210ºb/(60ºc)/(330ºc) S, 0 act., 0.act., 205ºb S/M, 0 act., (230ºb) VS/S,
75ºc/210ºc L, 210ºc/315ºc S/M.
W-exp.s: 240ºb VL, dis S/M, 150ºb M/L, 0 act., (210ºb) VS, 180ºc M, 180ºa M/L,
150ºb M/L.
E-exp.s: 310ºb M/L, 330ºa/(140ºb) M, (330ºc) VS, 0 act., 240ºb M, 0 act., 0 act.,
320ºc M.
The controls headed 215º - 0.982* (n = 3). The W-exp.s 184º - 0.852* (n = 6), and
the E-exp.s 309º - 0.841* (n = 5). Presumably, the difference between W- and Eexp.s is close to significance (a Watson-Williams two sample-test could be applied).

If gN calibrates mN (the only outcome possible) and the orientation of the controls is
about standard we should expect the W-exp.s to constitute a NW-peak and the Eexp.s the SE-peak. Just the opposite is observed. Anyway, reverse orientation was not
occurring though the cage/test-conditions were the same as on Oct.12.

Appendix
During September 2010 and 2011 we carried out experiments on Christiansø where
the orientations of birds tested in funnels were compared with the departure
directions of same birds later on released with a radio-transmitter on the back. The
results of these experiments will be reported elsewhere. Here we present the funnel
experiments only.

On the three nights of 24, 25 and 27 Sep. 2011 juvenile Robins were investigated. On
each date 4 controls (mN = gN), 4 W-deflected exp.s (mN = gW), and 4 E-deflected
exp.s (mN = gE) were exposed in the baskets during sunset/early night (clear sunset

and starry sky). All birds were later on funnel-tested during night in the natural
magnetic field and under a starry sky.
If the sunset compass calibrates the magnetic compass – and the controls (as in the
present case) orient SSE – the W-exp.s should orient WNW and the E-exp.s ENE. If
on the contrary the magnetic compass calibrates the stellar compass the former
should orient ENE and the latter WNW.
The orientations are shown at Fig.9. The sample mean vector of the controls was
166º - 0.505 (n = 9), or – small dots included - 186º - 0.308 (n = 11). The sample
mean vector of the W-birds was 180º - 0.792** (n = 9), or 187º - 0.668* (n = 10),
and of the E-birds 140º - 0.671* (n = 7), or 131º - 0.367 (n = 9). If the three groups
are combined the sample mean vector is 165º - 0.628*** (n = 25), or 174º - 0.407**
(n = 30).
The controls were not significantly oriented (P about 0.10) in SSE, whereas the Wand E-exp.s were oriented more or less significantly in S and SE, respectively. Such a
pattern is – for a superficial consideration – (at best) weakly indicative of a
calibration (in a minority of the birds) of the magnetic compass by the sunset
compass. Anyway, the 40º or 56º differences between W- and E-exp.s are not
significant (P > 0.05, W-W-test). So the most parsimonious conclusion should be that
a) there is no significant directional difference between the three distributions and b)
compass calibrations are not carried out. Furthermore, c) we do not know whether
a compass in reference to gN or mN (or both) was in use.

In summary, night
Looking at all three groups combined the orientation on the eight (nine) nights was
as follows: Sep.10 dis, Sep.12 dis, Sep.17 SSW*, Sep.18 NE*, Oct.8 SSE*, Oct.11
axial WSW/ENE, Oct.12 ENE*, Oct.13 SW*, and 2011 SSE*. The overall pattern is
thus bimodal and doubling the angles leads to 225º/ 45º – 0.548 (n = 6), or - 2011
included - 218º/38º- 0.400 (n = 7).
The question is whether the reverse orientation Sep.18 and Oct.12 could be
explained in reference to the standard orientation Sep.17, Oct.8 and Oct.13.
Sep.10: Perhaps gN calibrates mN. Both mN and gN available.
Sep.12: Perhaps gN calibrates mN in E-exp.s, but no such tendency in the W-exp.s.
Both mN and gN available.
Sep.17: No tendency of calibration. Both mN and gN available.

Sep.18: No tendency of calibration. Only mN available, as the sky during testing was
overcast.
Oct.8: No tendency of calibration. Only gN available, as bar magnets were applied.
The sky more than half covered when testing, but good possibilities for cal. of gN by
mN during the basket phase.
Oct.11: Probably no calibration in spite of opposite orientation in the W- and Eexp.s. If calibration of gN by mN the orientation of the controls should had been
about N but here an axial WSW/ENE orientation was observed. Only gN available as
bar magnets were applied.
Oct.12: No calibrations. Only mN available, as the condition +”overcast” was
applied.
Oct.13: The difference between W- and E-exp.s suggestive of calibration. However,
only gN could calibrate mN as the condition of +”overcast” was applied, and the
difference between W- and E-exp.s was to the wrong side.
Sep.24, 25, 27 2011: No calibration. Both mN and gN available.
If all nights (2011 included) are combined the sample mean vector of the controls is
144º - 0.299* (n = 45), the W-exp.s 197º - 0.289* (n = 59), and the E-exp.s 108º 0.133 (n = 47). I.e. the W-exp.s is clockwise and the E-exp.s counterclockwise the
controls. This is a necessary but not sufficient prediction of the calibration hypothesis
where mN is calibrated gN. However, the angular differences between the controls
and the exp.s are both small, and the concentration of the sample mean vector of the
E-exp.s is all too low.
Overall conclusion: No obvious calibrations during night were found, in fact the
general pattern is clearly one of no calibrations.

Sunset experiments

Sep.22, Fig.10

Same Africa-migrants as used during night on Sep.18. However, only 21 birds
available (2 W-exp.s escaped, and 1 control died). Controls, W- and E-exp.s exposed
(twice) under the same condition as on Sep.18. No experiments were cariied out on
Sep.19 and 20 because of very strong wind. The birds were exposed on the Bastion of
the Queen at 1700 on Sep.21. Strong S-vind and 7-8/8 prevailed. At 2045 some rain
started and a single basket felt down to the ground. The baskets were afterwards
covered with plywood, and the birds spent the night on the Queen´s. Next morning
(cloud-cover 8/8) two W-exp.s had disappeared through a hole in one of the basket
which landed on the ground. Furthermore, a single control was death. The remaining
21 birds were taken back to the garden of the Miller´s House and fed. The birds were
once more back on the Queen´s and exposed in the baskets between 1500 and 1830
(cloud-cover 7-8/8, and probably possible for the birds to register the polarized sunset

sky through the rather thin clouds). The birds were transferred to the funnels between
1840 and 1850. The sun set a few minutes before 1900. Some rain appeared between
1830 and 1903, where the funnels were covered with tree-plates. Then the birds were
exposed under the sunset sky in the funnels (7-8/8). The birds were released 1935.
In summary, the birds were sunset-exposed both Sep.18 (clear sky) and Sep.21
(almost covered sky), and again Sep.22 (the sky was covered until a little before
sunset). Therefore, there seems to be some but not very good possibilities for sunset
calibrations. The birds were tested under an almost covered sky on Sep.22, but
probably with the possibilities for a calibrated response – both ways.
Controls: (195ºb) VS, 80ºa S/M, 300ºb/(45ºb) M, 320ºb S/M, 200ºb M/L, 155ºb
M/L, 290ºb M/L.
W-exp.s: 160ºa L, 45ºc M/L, 260ºc S/M, 140ºa S, 30ºa L, 165ºb S/M.
E-exp.s: 0 act., 75ºb M/L, 225ºc M, 140ºb/(320ºb) M/S, 105ºb S/M, dis S/M, 250ºb
M/L, 185ºa S/M.
The birds as individuals were reasonably well oriented (considering concentrations
and level of activities). However, the samples displayed low concentrations. The
controls oriented 238º - 0.277 (n = 7), the W-exp.s 131º - 0.324 (n = 6), and the Eexp.s 163º - 0.489 (n = 6). All samples combined led to 173º - 0.271 (n = 19).
Clearly, there is nothing like compass calibrations. However, people (magnetists in
particular) may perhaps wonder about the low sample concentration(s) as the
magnetic compass was available for use all the time.

Sep.26, Fig.11

24 Robins were already on Sep.25 at 1650 exposed in the baskets on the Queen´s.
Most exp.s (except two E-birds) and half of the controls were trapped Sep.24, the rest
on Sep.25. The cloudiness was 7-8/8 (thin clouds), i.e. probably the birds able too see
the polarized sunset sky. The night – until 2300 - was spent without plywood cover in
the baskets. Then some rain started and plywood covers were on until 0530 next
morning were removed. The cloud-cover was now 4-5/8, but rather soon 7-8/8 and
then 6/8 (thin clouds). Between 0735 and 0750 the birds were removed and taken
back to the garden of the Miller´s House where fed. 2 controls died during night, and
were not replaced. On Sep.26 at 1825 – until 1915 (sunset about 1847) - the birds
were back on the Queen´s and then were transferred directly into the funnels, the
cloud-cover was 5 to 7/8 and clouds were thin. Only mN was available as compass
references as the tests were carried out under condition of +”overcast”.

Controls: Dis S, 270ºc/(60ºc) L/VL, 300ºa VL, dis/210ºc/360ºc L, 360ºc/170 ºc M/L,
280ºb M/L.
W-exp.s: dis/60ºc VL, 70ºc/270ºc M, 60ºb S/M, 240ºb/(5ºc) M/L, 250ºb/(80ºc) S/M,
(160ºb) VS/S, 240ºc/dis L, 205ºb/(60ºc) M/L.
E-exp.s: 90ºc/dis S/M, dis L, 170ºc/45ºb M/L, dis/70ºc/(270ºc) M, 230ºb/(135ºc)
M/L, dis/330ºc VL, 275º/(160ºc) M/L, 350ºc/205ºc/90ºc M.
At first sight the orientation looks rather chaotic with many axial responses.
However, the activities were often high signalling high migratory readiness. In the
controls the two unimodal mean directions and the dominant peak gave rise to 283º0.977* (n = 3). However, the axial responses from two other birds were about N/S.
The W-exp.s oriented 238º/58º - 0.634* (n = 8), whereas the E-exp.s showed 263º/83º
- 0.499 (n = 5). In the latter axial responses were not included.
If all unimodal mean directions and major crosses are combined the total sample
shows axial 254º/74º - 0.584** (n = 14).
Clearly, no calibrations occurred.

Oct.1, Fig.12

30 Robins were trapped on Sep.27. The morning was calm. On Sep.30 2 controls, 8
W- and 6 E-exp.s were exposed in the baskets on the Queen´s 1725 – 1905 in cloudcover 5 to 1/8. Then the birds went back into the garden of the Miller´s House. I only
exposed exp.s because of the rather strong wind (W 10-11 m/sec.). As one of the Efields had gone, 2 intended E-exp.s turned into controls. On Oct.1 24 birds were
transferred directly from the cages into the funnels on the Queen´s 1805 – 1845, 1/8.
The wind was weak. Sun set down about 1835. The birds were tested in –“overcast”
(contrary to Sep.26), and thus both mN and gN were available as compass references.
Controls: 240ºb/(100ºc) M, 250ºb/(100ºb) M/L, 255ºb/(170ºc) M/L, 265ºa L, (60ºc)
VS/S, (225ºb) VS, 315ºa/180ºa/45ºa M/L, dis VS.
W-exp.s: 290ºb M/L, (225ºa) VS, 255ºa L, 355ºa M/L, 255ºa VL, 270ºa L, 300ºb
M/L, 120ºb/(255ºc) M/S.
E-exp.s: 285ºa L, 270ºb/(90ºc) S/M, 270ºb M, dis MS, 240ºc S, 300ºb/(150ºc) L.

Omitting the trimodal bird the controls oriented axially 246º/66º* - 0.905 (n = 6), the
W-exp.s 271º - 0.583 (n = 8), and the E-exp.s 273º - 0.941** (n = 5). Clearly, there
was no difference between the three samples, and thus no indication of calibrations
(in fact the orientations look like sunset-taxes). The combined orientation was 265º 0.685*** (n = 19).
Perhaps no one should wonder about the lack of calibrations as 1) the birds were not
pre-exposed in the baskets on the day of testing (but on previous sunset), and 2) the
sunset was present when testing (and the only meaningful calibration is from the
sunset compass to the magnetic compass, and the sunset compass may be dominant if
present).

Oct.3, Fig.13

24 Robins tested. 8 from Sep.27, 8 from Oct.1 and 8 from Oct.2. On Oct.2 during
1740-1855 24 birds were exposed in the baskets on the Queen´s. The cloudiness was

6/8 (thin) shifting to 3/8. On Oct.3 the birds were into the funnels 1805-1900 from the
garden of the Miller´s House. Initial cloud-cover was 7-8/8 (fairly thick clouds), then
after a half hour the cloud-cover was 4 to 2/8. The tests were carried out under
condition of +”overcast”.
Controls: 150ºc S/M, dis VS, 285ºc M, 215ºb L, 250ºc/(110ºb) S/M, 255ºa M/L,
180ºb M, dis S.
W-exp.s: dis L, dis/330ºc/(150ºc) S/M, escaped, 225ºb M/L, 195ºc S/M, 240ºb M/L,
210ºa VL, dis M/L.
E-exp.s: 170ºb/(250ºc) L, 255ºc M/L, 205ºb/(295ºc) M/L, 70ºb M, dis VS, 195ºb M,
340ºc M/L, dis VS/S.
The controls oriented 224º - 0.704* (n = 6), the W-exp.s 233º - 0.714 (n = 5), and the
E-exp.s 206º - 0.339 (n = 6). Clearly, there was no difference between the three
samples and the total sample mean vector was 223º - 0.570** (n = 17). In c
onclusion, no calibrations occurred.

Summing up, sunset

No calibrations were observed, but test conditions were not always optimal
(+”overcast” were only applied twice). The birds were dis-oriented on Sep.22
(magnetists should wonder why the birds did not use their magnetic compass), and
probably a sunset-taxis influenced on Oct.1.
In general, sunset tests are difficult. There always are problems build in when testing
at sunset time, e.g. sunset-taxes may dominate or secondary calibrations may arise if
exposure and testing are in the same – or the following - sunset. If the birds after
exposure under the sunset sky on day 1 are tested at sunset time indoors on day 2, i.e.
under overcast conditions as in the recent experiments by the Muheims, one may
wonder why they did not re-start the process and used the only compass available, i.e.
the magnetic one. In fact, the recent results of the Wiltschkos on Australian Silvereyes are compatible with this scenario.
Discussion
Clearly, there is much variance in the individual orientations – or bimodal
standard/reverse orientation in the samples – in these “short term” experiments on
Christiansø: The birds were tested sunset or night as trapped in the morning hours of

the same or previous day. If birds had been retained for some further days or weeks
the sample mean vectors probably had been much more significant and directed in
about the standard direction. We do not know the reason(s) for that but certainly it
has nothing to do with more escape behaviour in the funnels during the first
sunset/night: The patterns of scrape in the funnels look just the same in the short- and
long term experiments. Possibly, it has something to do with (attempts of) navigation
and not confusion on the compass scene. Perhaps, the sunset/early night period is not
important for comparisons and calibrations of the compasses, but important for a
navigation process which probably is more difficult to carry out and improves by the
contemporary availability of the sun, the magnetic field and the stars.

